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Florida is a beautiful state with vast crazy areas that beckon to be explored. It can lead to greater
pleasure of your wild adventures and help enable you to get home safely each time. This reserve can help
you fend for yourself as well as your companions in the wilds of Florida. But to properly enjoy any
wilderness setting, you must know how to give your own well-being, as well for that of your companions.
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Useful and thorough I'm a beginner, and there was a whole lot of good details in here! The photos are
great, and there are many them. This book is actually a survival manual for just about any adventurer
entering Big Cypress National Preserve or the Everglades. Good to have if you live in Florida and hopefully
I'll never HAVE to use it within an emergency. If you want to know how to survive in the Florida Crazy,
grab a copy today. However, having a survival guide to the specific geographic area you are visiting can be
invaluable. Must have for anyone trekking in the wilds of Florida.The book is thoroughly researched and well-
written, and the info is presented in a clear way. Excellent read, chock full of knowledge. If you intend to
camp, off-street or boat in the wilds of Florida, understand this great book. I've resided in Florida my life
and spend enough time outdoors. This reserve was useful since it focuses on the items you'll find in FL. I
regarded not really purchasing it years back again due to the price, nonetheless it was worth the money. I
gave it 4 stars because some details is really fundamental that everyone should know (like bring a GPS
when in the woods). Otherwise its a must purchase for FL folk!If you are an experienced outdoorsman, or
for those who have go through another wilderness survival publication, you may already understand some of
the simple information presented in this book... Very readable guide that's obviously written from well-
tested knowledge. There is a large amount of accurate and useful details in this. The easiest method to
avoid trouble in the wilderness is to be prepared for it. Finally a bushcraft book for Florida. Great reserve.

I am very glad i purchased this book in preparation for my visit to the Everglades. The printing and writing
is of a superior quality and the pictures are obvious. these areas are really wild, and the knowledge you gain
might 1 day save your life. Surviving the Wilds of Florida Surviving the Wilds of Florida is a wonderful
survival direct to the Florida backcountry. I've spent extended time deep in the Everglades, and even
though I would consider myself a skilled outdoorsman, more knowledge is generally welcome. This season I
intend to spend extended amount of time in the Big Cypress Preserve, and in researching the area, I came
across this author's site, and I made a decision to order his publication through Amazon. This one does the
work. Most significant to me, in addition to quality color photos and diagrams throughout, the writer has
offered color photos of vital flora, both edible and the poisonous, including basic preparation guidelines for
the edibles. The simplest way to avoid trouble in the wilderness is to . It is full of tips and advice and is
written in a style that makes you are feeling like you are learning from a smart uncle. If you program to
spend any moment in the Florida backcountry, in areas such as the Everglades or Big Cypress, you should
purchase this book;The author has obviously been to the areas he is writing about. Five Stars very good
book in the event that you live in florida you will like this book works for me thanks . Bushcraft for
Floridians! Few books on survival cover the initial problems of survival in the Florida wilds. I'm the editor for
skifflife.com and this book was perfect for researching an upcoming content on the Florida wilds. That is a
seriously one of the most informational however interesting reads There is in awhile. Most survival books
are full of good sense "fodder" to just fill pages. The writer right here goes in the opposite direction and
provide relevant, well researched info within an easy yet interesting style. :-) :-) Great prep item! Since
much of the information is particular to Florida, it could still be a good book for anyone who has been in
wilderness in different regions. Great Florida Wildlife Survival (living off the property) Book. Love this
reserve. Every outdoorsperson in Florida must have a copy. Along with other bushcraft books this makes an
excellent addition to your collection in the event that you live in FL. Sensible and Useful Well organized and
obviously written, this book will probably be worth owning. Very old Bought for foraging purposed, but
pretty slim on information Mostly good sense (make use of a garbage bag to create a makeshift tent)
interspered with stupidity (construct with duct tape - yeah when We go hiking I always take with you

duct tape).
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